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Thomas H. Cleveland III, P.E. 
      Raleigh, NC 

Memorandum 

Date: November 12, 2019 

To: Aaron Halimi, RP Napa Solar 2, LLC 

From: Thomas Cleveland 

Subject: Project ID P19-00338-UP: RP Napa Solar 2, LLC Conditional Use Permit County of 

Napa Planning Division Response to Additional Questions Regarding the Glare Study 

Summary of Findings 

In sum, the solar glare analysis determined the project will not produce glare that would result in a 

safety hazard to aviation, regardless of the time of year or day.  

In response to questions raised by Staff via email on November 5th, 2019, please see below: 

1. What are the glare consultant’s qualifications for, and past experience in conducting aviation 
hazard and airport land use compatibility evaluations?

I have worked as a technical expert and engineer in solar energy for 15 years. I have provided expert 

testimony for over 100 solar projects throughout the United States, analyzing (among other things) 

potential aesthetic, glare, or safety hazard impacts from those projects. Over the past four years, I have 

conducted glare impact analyses and studies for approximately 20 utility-scale photovoltaic system near 

public and military airports. 

Before joining the private sector, I worked at North Carolina State University's Clean Energy 

Technology Center. I received a B.S. and M.S. degrees in mechanical engineering from North Carolina 

State University, where I studied optics, radiation energy transfer, and solar energy.  

2. What are the applicable local, state and federal thresholds/criteria for glare impact 
significance to aviation?

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is the governing body regulating all aspects of civil 

aviation, including air safety and the use of navigable airspace. The FAA developed guidelines 

specific to assessing the potential for glare impacts to airports from solar facilities. These guidelines 

are set forth in Interim Policy, FAA Review of Solar Energy System Projects on Federally Obligated 

Airports (78 Fed. Reg. 63276; the "FAA Solar Guidelines").  

The FAA Solar Guidelines set forth the criteria whether solar glare impacts from a PV facility impact 

air safety and the use of navigable airspace:  

To obtain FAA approval to revise an airport layout plan to depict a solar installation 

and/or a 'no objection' to a [solar installation], the airport sponsor will be required to 

demonstrate that the proposed solar energy system meets the following standards:  

1. No potential for glint or glare in the existing or planned Airport Traffic Control Tower

(ATCT) cab, and
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2. No potential for glare or 'low potential for after-image' . . . along the final approach 

path for any existing landing threshold or future landing thresholds . . . as shown on the 

current FAA-approved Airport Layout Plan (ALP). The final approach path is defined as 

two (2) miles from fifty (50) feet above the landing threshold using a standard three (3) 

degree glidepath. (Emphasis added.) 

 

The FAA Solar Guidelines "requires the use of the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT) to 

demonstrate compliance with the standards for measuring ocular impact stated above for any proposed 

solar energy system." (Ibid.) The project glare analysis used SGHAT.  

 

3. How does this project compare to glare evaluations conducted for projects within other airport 

influence areas where studies have been performed and no impacts resulted? 

The studies that I have performed on solar facilities with single-axis trackers and in close proximity to 

airports showed no glare to ATCTs or pilots. There are PV systems installed on airports throughout the 

world, including several notable examples of large-scale ground-mounted PV systems installed at some 

of the largest airports in the country. For example, Denver and Indianapolis International Airports 

incorporate large PV systems directly underneath or just offset from aviation runways. The FAA found 

there were no glare impacts from these systems, which have continued to operate without any issues.  

There are also countless solar arrays located on land near airports and in closer proximity to runways 

than the project. As depicted below, the FAA has provided case studies evaluating PV systems in close 

proximity and directly underneath flight pathways in California, including the Fresno Yosemite and 

Metropolitan Oakland International Airports.  

The City of Fresno constructed a 2.4 MW ground-mounted solar generation system in June 2008. The 

project consists of 11,700 solar panels on a single axis tracking system, which are located near the end of 

Runway 29. Specifically, the site is adjacent to the Object Free Area and inside a portion of the Runway 

Protection Zone. There have been no glare issues associated with this project. 
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Oakland International’s Airport is host to a 756 kW ground-mounted system, developed in 2007. The 

panels are located approximately 400 feet from the runway. The project has been operational since 

November 2007 and there have been no reports of airspace impacts from radar or glare on the air traffic 

control tower or on pilots. 

 

4. Does an ILS vs. visual approach/departure affect the analysis? 

No, the analysis methodology and acceptance criteria are the same regardless of instrument or visual 

approach. Further, the analysis methodology and acceptance criteria were developed to account for 

the potential glare impact to a wide range of aircraft and airports.  

 

5. Why are the 6 flight tracks modeled in the analysis fully representative of all potentially 

significant glare occurrences within the flight pattern? It appears modeling only evaluated the 

straight-in approach on a single elevation glide path. What about departure paths, circling to 

land patterns, characteristics of the various aircraft making overflight – speed, elevation, 

proximity to the overflight, vulnerability/recoverability in the pattern for various aircraft types. 

The 6 flight tracks modeled were chosen based on the requirements set forth in the FAA Solar 

Guidelines. As provided above, the FAA Solar Guidelines specifically states that the assessment criteria 

for pilot impact is limited to the final approach path, with the final approach path defined as "a straight 

path two (2) miles from fifty (50) feet above the landing threshold using a standard three (3) degree 

glidepath."  

The FAA report entitled Evaluation of Glare as a Hazard for General Aviation Pilots on Final Approach 

presents research on the potential for glare at various locations during various potions of a flight to create 

a hazard for a pilot. Based on various studies, including personal interview with various pilots 

throughout the country, the FAA determined that the final approach is the only area of flight where solar 

panel glare could impair a pilot's ability to fly. Specifically, a pilots ability to fly was only impaired on 

the final approach when the glare is straight ahead and for more than five seconds. (See FAA, Evaluation 

of Glare as a Hazard for General Aviation Pilots on Final Approach, p. 9 (July 2015).) 
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6. Are helicopters potentially impacted? 

While the FAA Solar Guidelines do not address helicopters, this is an indication that the risk for glare 

impact to helicopters is dramatically lower than the risk of glare to airplane pilots. Helicopters have a 

slow approach speed and can change approach angles and speeds, which mitigates the potential for 

impact from solar glare or glare of any kind for that matter. 

7. Why is the modeling evaluation period 1 minute? It is possible that glare could occur for less 

than one minute and the model isn’t capturing that? 

The FAA Solar Guidelines state: “Ocular impact must be analyzed over the entire calendar year in one 

(1) minute intervals from when the sun rises above the horizon until the sun sets below the horizon.” 

As the sun slowly moves across the sky it is not possible that there is a glare-producing solar position 

between two non-glare-producing positions one minute apart. 

8. Do the seasonal changes in sun angle (summer tracking more overhead, winter tracking more 

toward the south) create a potential for glare at some point during the year relative to various 

applicable flight patterns even for single-axis tracking systems?  

The software model is able to accurately model the solar radiation angles and the appropriate PV panel 

reflectivity. While it is theoretically possible for there to be some glare from a single-axis tracking, the 

SGHAT analysis of the project did not find any glare at any minute of the year, regardless of the season.  

Any glare created from a single-axis tracking system would be of a low intensity that would not have 

any impacts for pilots on their final approach. It is much more likely that pilots would experience glare 

from nearby waterbodies during any season of the year compared with the project. I am not aware of any 

safety incidents at the Napa County Airport related to the waterbodies nearby. 

9. Study says that severe glare earlier in the flight pattern is generally not a hazard. What is the 

basis or criteria for this determination? It seems that any severe glare to pilots is a hazard. 

The FAA made this determination, which was based on FAA and national laboratory studies and reports 

on the potential for solar glare impacts on pilots. Those reports include Evaluation of Glare as a Hazard 

for General Aviation Pilots on Final Approach, which presents research on the potential for glare at 

various locations during various portions of a flight pattern to create a hazard for pilots. The report 

concluded that solar glare only creates meaningful risk (i.e. a safety hazard) during the final approach 

portion of a flight. Any glare earlier in the flight pattern does not create a safety hazard. The FAA's 

conclusions have been confirmed by several interviews I have had with pilots.  

It is very common for pilots to experience intense glare from water surfaces or direct viewing of the sun 

during a flight, both of which are much more intense than the worst possible glare from a PV facility. 

Because aircraft typically travel at a higher rate of speed than vehicles, the effect is momentary, lasting 

only as long as the angle between the sun, water body, and aircraft is maintained.  

As noted above, it is much more likely that pilots would be impacted by glare from nearby waterbodies 

during any season of the year compared with the project. I am not aware of any safety incidents at the 

Napa County Airport due to glare from the waterbodies nearby. Further, I am not aware of any safety 

incidents at the Napa County Airport due to any of the fixed solar panels on the adjacent industrial 

buildings. 
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Executive Summary 

 

Photovoltaic (PV) modules (aka solar panels) are designed to absorb, and thus not reflect, close to 100% 

of the solar energy that strikes them. However, when sunlight strikes the glass front of a solar panel at 

a glancing angle a significant portion of the solar radiation is reflected, which can potentially lead to 

solar glint or glare impacting a person’s vision, including pilots landing aircraft. Thankfully, the 

conditions required for a PV project to create hazardous glare rarely occur. Also, it is possible to use 

specialized 3-D modeling software to predict when and where glare may be produced, which allows 

adjustment of solar project designs before they are constructed in order to avoid the potential for glare 

hazards. 

To avoid construction of solar PV projects that could create a solar glare hazard for aircraft, the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) and the US Department of Energy’s Sandia National Laboratories 

partnered to develop a software to calculate the potential for a PV project to create glare intense 

enough to be a hazard to nearby aviation. The software, called Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT), 

may also be used to assess the potential for a PV project to cause solar glare for other viewers, such as 

vehicle drivers on nearby roads and neighbors looking out of their windows.  

The analysis presented in this report used a privately licensed version of the SGHAT software, called 

ForgeSolar, to conduct a detailed site-specific PV solar glare analysis of the proposed Soscol Ferry Road 

Solar project (Project). The software from ForgeSolar has been validated as effective for this type of 

solar glare analysis. The software analysis checks for the potential for solar glare of any intensity for 

every minute of the year at many user-defined observation points and/or routes. Specifically, the 

analysis of the Soscol Ferry 

Solar project included the final 

approach flight paths for the 

six runways at Napa County 

Airport (KAPC), the air traffic 

control tower at Napa County 

Airport, a 3-mile section of 

Hwy 12, Soscol Ferry Road, ¾ 

of a mile of Napa Valley 

Corporate Dr., and buildings 

within 1 mile of the site (see 

figure to the right for locations 

as modeled in ForgeSolar).  

The analysis predicts no glare 

of any intensity at any time 

during the year at any of the 

analyzed observation 

locations.   

Observation Locations Analyzed in ForgeSolar: Flight Paths at 
Napa County Airport in Center (red lines); Hwy 12, Soscol Ferry 
Road, and Napa County Corporate Dr. 2-way routes (aqua lines); 
and Buildings (red OP# markers) [PV site circled in yellow) 
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Background 

At the request of RP Napa Solar 2, LLC, I conducted an analysis of the potential for solar glare impacts 

by the proposed 1.98 MWAC Soscol Ferry Solar facility located about 4 miles south of downtown Napa, 

California. The study analyzed the potential for glare impacts to drivers on all nearby roads, pilots and 

air traffic controllers at Napa County Airport, and residential and commercial/industrial neighbors 

within one mile.  

Glare Impact Analysis 
Intense glare can create a visual hazard. Every 

experienced driver is familiar with the type of glare 

shown in the photo to the right that occurs when an 

auto driver is heading directly into the rising or setting 

sun. Similarly, airplane and helicopter pilots often fly 

in the direction of the sun and thus experience very 

intense glare directly from the sun itself. Pilots also 

experience glare from reflections off a variety of 

objects on the ground, such as metal structures, 

bodies of water, and car windshields. Consequently, 

pilots fly with sunglasses and tinted visors to minimize 

this hazard. The reflected glare produced by these objects is not nearly as intense as direct sunlight, but 

they can be intense enough to have a hazardous impact on vision. Like many other objects on or near 

the ground, solar panels (aka PV modules) can reflect sunlight and cause glare visible to pilots. There is 

also the potential for solar panels on or very near the airport to cause distracting glare for air traffic 

controllers. Due to these potential hazards, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the US 

Department of Energy’s Sandia National Laboratories collaborated to create an online software tool, 

known as the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool, or SGHAT, to analyze solar photovoltaic projects for their 

potential to create hazardous solar glare. After multiple years of free public availability, access to the 

SGHAT tool was ended in 2017 and the SGHAT technology was licensed to a private company, 

ForgeSolar. ForgeSolar improved upon the original SGHAT technology and offers a private solar glare 

hazard analysis tool, which is the only such tool available today. The analysis presented in this report 

used the current professional ForgeSolar software. 

The software calculates the potential for glare at each modeled observer (e.g., approaching pilot, 

passing motorist, neighbor) for every minute of the year. The model knows the position of the sun each 

minute, assumes a cloud-free sky, and calculates the potential for glare from each section of the 

proposed solar facility. The software can calculate not only whether there is a possibility for glare each 

minute, but also the intensity of the glare. Thus, it can assess the degree of hazard any glare may present 

to pilots and motorists. 

Modeling the Soscol Ferry Solar Facility 

The models presented in this report use the default SGHAT values for model variables that are not site 

specific, such as the sun subtended angle of 9.3 milliradians and 0.017 meter eye focal length. All the 

model variables are visible in the ForgeSolar results reports included in Appendix A of this report. 

Figure 1: Glare coming directly from the Sun  
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Figure 2 shows the location of the PV array modeled in the ForgeSolar. The modeled array covers the 

entire parcel on which the Project is located in order to assess the potential glare impact of a PV array 

located anywhere on the parcel. A satellite image of the site area containing an outline of the parcel 

was overlaid over the ForgeSolar software so that the PV array location in the model accurately 

represents the location of the Project. To be conservative the array in ForgeSolar extends to the site’s 

perimeter fence.  

 
Figure 2. Soscol Ferry Solar PV Array in ForgeSolar (blue area with numbered vertices) with Overlay 
of the Parcel Outline (yellow line) of the Entire Parcel on which the Soscol Ferry Solar Site is Located 

 

The entire project uses single-axis tracking raking to mount the PV modules. As is typical for this type of 

PV module racking, the array at the Soscol Ferry site consists of 1-module-wide rows that are each 

oriented along a North-South line. This North-South line is also the axis of rotation of each row. The 

basic motion is that each row slowly rotates over the course of every day from a 60-degree tilt toward 

the east at sunrise to a 60-degree tilt toward the west by sunset. Around midday when the sun is at its 

highest position in the sky the rows of modules are horizontal, with each module facing straight up. The 

ForgeSolar analysis assumes that the rows remain tilted 60 degrees to the west from the time of sunset 

each day until the time of sunrise the next day. In actuality the tracking system is likely to be more 

sophisticated and implement automatic backtracking, which means that near sunrise and sunset the 

rows will tilt less than the full 60 degrees in order to avoid each row partially shading the row behind it.  

Solar module electricity production is very sensitive to partial shading, so the system can produce more 

power by facing the modules a little more horizontal than otherwise optimal if it means avoiding one 

row shading another. This backtracking will increase the incidence angle of the sunlight on the modules 

which increases the reflectivity of the modules and thus the potential for glare impacts. Unfortunately, 

the ForgeSolar software is not currently able to model automatic backtracking, however additional 

ForgeSolar simulations were conducted to assess the glare impact of backtracking. Four additional 

systems were analyzed, two with the PV array facing west with fixed-tilts of 45 and 30 degrees from 
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horizontal, and another two facing east also with tilts of 45 and 30 degrees. The west-facing models 

represent a backtracked array near sunset and the east-facing models represent a backtracked array 

near sunrise. The only portion of the SGHAT results from the fixed-tilt array models that is meaningful 

is the time period near sunrise (for the east-facing arrays) or sunset (for the west-facing arrays). 

For all SGHAT models in this report, the solar array is modeled at a height of 5 feet, representing a typical 

height for the center of each PV module. Models were also run with array heights of 2 feet and 8 feet, 

representing the bottom and top of the array, as recommended in the SGHAT user manual. The results 

of the 2-ft and 8-ft height models were exactly the same as the model with a 5-foot array height, so for 

simplicity only the 5-foot array data is presented in this report. 

 

Figure 3. Diagram of PV Module Racking from the Soscol Ferry Solar Site Plan, Including Minimum 
Height Above Grade For Horizontal and Extreme Angles of Rotation 

  

It is vital to realize that the ForgeSolar software does not take into account visual obstructions between 

the solar array and the observer. This includes both topographical barriers, such as a hill, and living or 

man-made barriers such as a forest or building. A comprehensive analysis of the visibility of the solar 

array from each observation route or point is not included in this report, although aerial 3D surface 

models show that the buildings to the north of Hwy 12 do not have a view of the solar array, and thus 

any glare it may produce, due to Hwy 12 being elevated on a berm 50-75 taller than the flat land on 

either side. For simplicity, no relevant observation points were omitted from the ForgeSolar analysis 

due to having its line of sight to the array blocked. However, some potential building observation points 

were omitted from the ForgeSolar analysis due to other building blocking their sight of the array and/or 

because other modeled observation points represent a closer observation point along the same or 

similar line of sight.  
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Analysis of the Napa County Airport (KAPC) 

This analysis modeled the potential for glare hazards for Napa County Airport (KAPC), which is located 

about 1.0 mile south of the Soscol Ferry Solar project (measured from the threshold of the closest 

runway to the closest solar module). The Napa County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan classifies all 

the land around the base as one of several impact zones (Zones A to E) depending on its potential to 

impact operations at the base with Zone A having the most potential for impact. The proposed site for 

the Soscol Ferry PV project is in Zone C (approach path) of the Napa County Airport Land Use 

Compatibility Use Plan, which requires that any development not produce a hazard to aircraft in flight. 

Based on the FAA guidance on glare impacts, to comply with this requirement the solar project must 

not create glare along any final approach path that is more intense than glare that has a “low potential 

for after-image”. Napa County Airport has six runways: Runway 18R/36L, Runway 6/24, and a shorter, 

narrower strip Runway 36R/18L. Each set of runways share the same physical runway but represent 

approaches from opposite ends. The specifics of the typical approach for each runway were set based 

on FAA data for Napa County Airport1. The airport also has an air traffic control tower located just to 

the south of the runways that was included in the solar glare analysis as Observation Point 25. 

 
Figure 4. Location of Napa County Airport in Relation to the Soscol Ferry Solar Project Site; 1.0 Miles 
Between Them Along the Yellow Line (Image is Oriented with North Toward the Top) 

 

1 Sourced from http://maps.avnwx.com/airport/KAPC which presents the current airport data provided by FAA 

(https://aeronav.faa.gov/afd/20jun2019/sw_172_20JUN2019.pdf) in a user-friendly format  

1.0 mile 

Soscol Ferry 

Solar site 

Napa 

County 

Airport 

 

http://maps.avnwx.com/airport/KAPC
https://aeronav.faa.gov/afd/20jun2019/sw_172_20JUN2019.pdf
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Figure 5. Approach Flight Paths (Red Lines) to Napa County Airport’s Six Runways and Air Traffic 
Control Tower (“25 – ATCT” just south of the center of runway 6/24) as Modeled in ForgeSolar 

 

As specified in the Interim Policy for the FAA Review of Solar Energy System Projects on Federally 

Obligated Airports2, the ForgeSolar software examines the last two miles of the landing approach to 

each runway. The analysis is limited to this portion of the flight path because severe glare during the 

final approach has the potential to create a hazard for the pilot, whereas severe glare earlier in the flight 

is generally not a hazard.  

The SGHAT airport results were no glare of any intensity during any minute of the year for any of the 

flight paths and for the air traffic control tower. The four additional ForgeSolar models representing 

intelligent backtracking of the array near sunrise and sunset predicted no glare from a backtracking 

array. 

 

2 “Interim Policy for the FAA Review of Solar Energy System Projects on Federally Obligated Airports.”, 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2013-10-23/pdf/2013-24729.pdf 
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Analysis of Potential Glare Impacts to Nearby Motorists 

The proposed project is over 250 yards from the closest public road, Soscol Ferry Road, but does has 

several roads nearby. So, the three roads (Hwy 12, Soscol Ferry Road, and Napa Valley Corporate Dr.) in 

the vicinity of the proposed solar project where included in the ForgeSolar analysis. Soscol Ferry Road 

is the closest road to the site, but its views of the site are nearly fully blocked by a row of heavy 

vegetation. Napa Valley Corporate Drive is a U-shaped road to the north of the site and its views of the 

site are also well buffered by the vegetation to the north of the solar site. Hwy 12 is about 1/3 of a mile 

to the north and east of the site and has some views of the site as it approaches from the east. Despite 

the very limited views of the solar site, the full lengths of the nearby roads were included in the solar 

glare hazard analysis to make the analysis as simple and conservative as possible. The following few 

images from a 3D model of the site in Google Earth use elevated views from above the area to provide 

a sense of the views of the site for motorists on the nearby roadways. The yellow area seen in these 

images is the site footprint within the project’s perimeter fence.  

  
Figure 6. View from Southeast of the Project site from an Elevated Viewpoint across Hwy 12; The 
Yellow Area is the Project site Footprint within the Perimeter Fence. 
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Figure 7. View from an Elevated Viewpoint North of Hwy 12 above Napa Valley Corporate Drive  

 

 
Figure 8. View from an Elevated Viewpoint Northwest of the Site, Above Soscol Ferry Road 

ForgeSolar provides a “route” type of observation location that is designed to model the potential for 

glare hazards along roads and other routes. Three route was modeled in ForgeSolar as shown in Figure 
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9, Figure 10Figure 11, which are each analyzed by ForgeSolar for motorists traveling in both directions. 

The routes were modeled at 3.5 feet above the ground, to represent the height of a driver, per the 

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) eye height of a driver of 

a passenger vehicle3. The software checks for glare from up to 50 degrees from the direction of travel. 

Studies of pilots have shown that glare from beyond 45 degrees from their direction of travel does not 

present any glare hazard, and it is reasonable to assume that the same holds true for motor vehicle 

drivers as well.   

 
Figure 9. Observation Route (Route 1) on Hwy 12 as Modeled in ForgeSolar, Over 3 Miles End-to-End 

 

 

 

3 A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.  American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials, Washington, D. C., 2004 edition 
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Figure 10. Observation Route (Route 2) on Soscol Ferry Road and Napa Valley Corporate Drive as 
Modeled in ForgeSolar, Over 1 Mile End-to-End 

 

 
Figure 11. Observation Route (Route 3) on Napa Valley Corporate Drive as Modeled in ForgeSolar, 
Close to ½ Mile End-to-End 

The SGHAT motorist results were no glare of any intensity during any minute of the year for motorists 

on Hwy 12, Soscol Ferry Road, or Napa Valley Corporate Drive. The four additional ForgeSolar models 

representing intelligent backtracking of the array near sunrise and sunset predicted no glare from a 

backtracking array for motorists on these roadways. 
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Analysis of Residential and Commercial/Industrial Neighbors 

The closest buildings to the project site are nearly a ¼ of a mile from the site fence. There are numerous 

residential, industrial, and commercial buildings between about 1/4 and 1 mile from the PV site. Twenty-

four of these buildings were included in the ForgeSolar model (Observation Points 1 through 24. 

Observation Point 25 is the air traffic control tower at Napa County Airport). There are additional 

buildings within a 1-mile radius of the solar facility that are not included in the ForgeSolar model, but 

these buildings are either unoccupied, have their view blocked by a building included in the analysis, or 

their potential for glare is represented by the analysis results of a nearby building included in the 

analysis. Most of the buildings have their view of the solar project at least partially blocked by either a 

hill between the building and the site or heavy vegetation. The buildings north of Hwy 12 have their 

view of the solar site fully blocked by the berm that elevates this portion of Hwy 12. Rather than include 

a line-of-site study to justify not modeling some buildings, all appropriate buildings (with the limitations 

listed above) were simply included in the ForgeSolar analysis.  

 

 
Figure 12. Building Observation Points (OP 1 to OP 24) at Residential and Commercial/Industrial 
Buildings within 1 Mile Radius (Yellow Circle) of the Center of the Proposed Solar Facility as Modeled 
in ForgeSolar  
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The SGHAT building glare results were no glare of any intensity during any minute of the year for any of 

the observation points located at buildings. The four additional ForgeSolar models representing 

intelligent backtracking of the array near sunrise and sunset predicted no glare from a backtracking 

array for any of the observation points located at buildings. 

 

SGHAT Results 

As described above, the ForgeSolar SGHAT software was used to conduct a glare hazard analysis of pilots 

landing at Napa County Airport; air traffic controllers at Napa County Airport; motorists on Soscol Ferry 

Road, Napa County Corporate Drive, and Hwy 12; and people at nearby buildings. A summary of results 

is presented in this section of the report and the full ForgeSolar-generated report in provided in 

Appendix A.  

The ForgeSolar SGHAT defines two intensities of glare, “green” and “yellow”. Green glare represents a 

“Low Potential for Temporary After-Image” and is about 1/1000th the intensity of looking directly into 

the sun (based on Hazards Plot in the SGHAT User’s Manual)4. According to the FAA Interim solar policy5, 

which defines the requirements for solar projects constructed on airport property, glare visible to pilots 

on their final landing approach that is classified in this green range is acceptable. In other words, any 

amount of green glare is considered non-hazardous. Yellow glare has a “Potential for Temporary After-

Image”; such glare could affect the pilot’s ability so see clearly even after looking away from the glare. 

The FAA Interim solar policy (which only has authority for solar built on airports) does not allow solar 

arrays that produce yellow glare visible to pilots on final approach to be built on airport property. The 

ForgeSolar results use the same green and yellow glare classifications for glare visible at other types of 

observation points as well, such as to motorists and pedestrians. 

The ForgeSolar SGHAT results were no glare of any intensity during any minute of the year for every 

flight path, air traffic control tower, roadway route, and land-based observation point. As described in 

the Modeling the Soscol Ferry Road Solar Facility section, additional ForgeSolar models were 

constructed to simulate intelligent backtracking by the tracking system early and late in the day to avoid 

inter-row shading. When backtracking the PV modules are turned slightly away from the sun and thus 

have more potential to create a glare hazard. The results of these simulations showed that backtracked 

rows (45 and 30 degrees from horizontal) did not produce any glare during the hours near sunrise and 

sunset in which backtracking may be used. The models did predict some glare near noon, but this glare 

result is meaningless because the array will be tracking the sun at this time of day and will not be in a 

backtracked position at that time. The ForgeSolar-generated reports for the 30-degree fixed-tilt east-

facing and west-facing are provided in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. The 45-degree tilt 

results were similar to the 30-degree results and thus not included in the report.  

 

4 Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool Users Manual version 2.0, 

https://share.sandia.gov/phlux/static/references/glint-glare/SGHAT_Users_Manual_v2-0_final.pdf 
5 Interim Policy for the FAA Review of Solar Energy System Projects on Federally Obligated Airports, 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2013-10-23/pdf/2013-24729.pdf 
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Conclusion 

The solar glare hazard analysis of the proposed Soscol Ferry Road Solar facility finds that the PV system 

will not produce any glare hazards. ForgeSolar, a detailed, proven solar glare hazard analysis software, 

was used to model the potential for the proposed solar array to cause glare for approaching motorists, 

people at nearby buildings, and pilots and air traffic controllers at Napa County Airport. In fact, the 

software analysis found no glare of any intensity at any time during the year at any of the analyzed 

locations. The proposed PV project uses a single-axis tracking racking system to support the solar 

modules/panels which keeps the solar modules facing generally toward the sun. This design avoids 

situations where the sunlight hits the solar panels with a glancing angle, which is the only condition 

when the glass of a solar panel is very reflective and thus the only condition likely to cause visible glare 

to an observer.   
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Appendix A: SGHAT/ForgeSolar Results Report 
 
ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 1 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 2 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 3 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 4 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 5 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 6 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 7 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 8 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 9 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 10 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 11 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 12 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 13 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 14 of 15 
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ForgeSolar Glare Analysis Report – Page 15 of 15 
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Appendix B: SGHAT/ForgeSolar Results Report for Sunrise Backtrack 

Simulation 
ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 1-2 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 3-4 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 5-6 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 7-8 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 9-10 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 11-12 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 13-14 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Page 15-16 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 17-18 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Pages 19-20 of 21 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunrise Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in early AM) – Page 21 of 21 
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Appendix C: SGHAT/ForgeSolar Results Report for Sunset Backtrack Simulation 
 
ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 1-2 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 3-4 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 5-6 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 7-8 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 9-10 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 11-12 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 13-14 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Pages 15-16 of 17 
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ForgeSolar Report (Sunset Backtrack Simulation, only applicable in late PM) – Page 17 of 17 
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Appendix D: Thomas Cleveland’s CV 
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